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Opto-Acoustics (OA)
fusion imaging - 2 types of fusion

1. Fusion of laser optic imaging and ultrasound in 
real time (light in-sound out)

• optics - high contrast resolution (about 20/1)
• ultrasound - high spatial resolution & better 

penetration
2. Fusion anatomy and function anatomy

• anatomy
✦ gray scale ultrasound anatomy
✦ OA demonstration of tumor neoangiogenesis

vessels
• function - OA demonstration of relative degrees of 

oxygenation / deoxygenation
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The opto-acoustic method used by SenoMedical, “light in and ultrasound out”, gets around the limitations of diffuse optic tomography. It is true fusion imaging of a function imaging technique, optics, with a morphologic imaging technique, real time B-mode gray scale ultrasound. Opto-acoustic leverages the strengths of each modality while avoiding the limitations. It utilizes the high contrast resolution of laser optics and the high spatial resolution and better penetration of ultrasound. The Seno Medical approach of “light in and ultrasound out” is vastly superior to the “light in and light out” approach of diffuse optical tomography.
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Basis for OA in Diagnostic Breast Imaging

• cancers cannot grow beyond 2 mm diameter without 
developing neovascularity

• cancers are generally more metabolically active and 
deoxygenate blood more than do benign entities or 
normal tissue (relative oxygenation/deoxygenation, not 
O2 saturation)
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Opto-Acoustics

• get both function and anatomy in real time

• co-registered with widely available US modality

• quick and comfortable for patient

• relatively inexpensive 

• no ionizing radiation

• no injection of:
 contrast
 radionuclide
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Other Functional Breast Imaging Studies
OA Competitors and Their Disadvantages to OA

• Require IV injections
✦ MRI
✦ PEM and BSGI
✦ contrast enhanced US

• Require or use ionizing radiation
✦ PET/CT, PEM, BSGI

• Are very expensive
✦ PET/CT and PEM
✦ MRI
✦ fMRI, MRS

• Offer only functional information (no morphology)
✦ Diffuse optical imaging
✦ PEM, BSGI

• Not real time
✦ everything except contrast enhanced US
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SENO IMAGIO® DEVICE

Hand-held duplex OA probe*Imagio OA machine

*Hand-held duplex OA probe suitable for breast diagnosis, 
not designed for bilateral whole breast screening

ultrasound 
transducer

laser
windows
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SENO IMAGIO® DEVICE
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Optical Absorption within Breast Tissues
- at two laser wavelengths

OA long wave

oxygenated Hgbde-oxygenated Hgb peak

OA short wave

757 nm 1064 
nm
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Opto-Acoustics utilizes two different laser wavelengths to assess the amounts of oxygenated and deoxygenated hemoglobin present within a lesion. The shorter wavelength of 757 nm is designed to detect de-oxygenated hemoglobin, while the longer wavelength of 1064 nm is intended to detect oxygenated hemoglobin. The short wavelength was chosen to maximize the difference in absorption between de-oxygenated hemoglobin and oxygenated hemoglobin. The longer wavelength optimizes both the difference between oxygenated hemoglobin and de-oxygenated hemoglobin and the difference between absorption within oxygenated hemoglobin and water.
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Opto-Acoustic (OA) and Ultrasound Images
Real-time hemoglobin map

co-registered
temporally interleaved

 real time
 color coded

oxy

de-oxy

malignant
more

deoxygenated
hemoglobin

benign
more oxygenated 

or absent
hemoglobin
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The opto-acoustic probe puts laser probes on each side of the ultrasound transducer. Very brief pulses of very safe low energy laser are sent into the tissues, cause very slight heating and expansion of the tissues, which can then be detected by ultrasound, co-registered with ultrasound, temporally interleaved with standard real time B-mode gray scale images, and then color coded as we see here. The de-oxygenated end of the spectrum is pink-red, while the oxygenated end of the spectrum is displayed as aqua-green. Malignant lesions, as seen here, usually have increased internal hemoglobin content and that hemoglobin tends to be de-oxygenated, which is coded here as red here. Benign lesions may have anything from absent to normal to increased hemoglobin, but when internal hemoglobin is increased, it tends to be oxygenated and coded either aqua or green as shown here. We will talk about individual color coded OA maps, what they mean, how they are used together, what each is best for later. 
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Invasive duct carcinoma, grade 3 - internal findings and lack of external findings

Imagio ultrasound OA combined map

OA relative mapOA total map OA long wave map

OA short wave map

oxy

de-oxy
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the first example of our 6 up or 6-on-1 OA display of a classical grade 3 invasive ductal carcinoma. It shows the Imagio gray scale image in the left upper corner, The OA combined map in the upper center shows lots of de-oxygenated vessels within the lesion, which I have outlined on all six images. The OA relative map in the lower center shows a diffuse and ill-defined de-oxygenated blush that essentially fills the lesion. Note how well oxygenated the normal surrounding tissues are as demonstrated by their green blush. The arrow shows where the degree of colorization is on the oxy-deoxy spectrum. The OA total map in the left lower quadrant shows the total amount of blood or hemoglobin within the lesion. Note that: 1) it exceeds the amount of blood present within the background tissues at the same depth and 2) corresponds to de-oxygenated blood on the OA combined map in the upper center. We always compare the OA total and OA combined maps in this way. The two gray scale images on the right are gray scale OA images of the short wavelength map in the right upper corner and the long wave OA map in the lower right. There is a slight blush internally on the short wave map, but it is much easier for the human eye to assess the internal findings on color coded maps.
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6-up or “6-on-1” Display - Order of  Acquisition - each OA map is best for something

gray scale OA combined OA short wave gray

OA long wave grayOA relativeOA total

oxy

de-oxy

1 2a

2b34
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a still 6-on-1 OA frame taken from the previous  video. Note not only the internal findings within the lesion, but the pattern of radiating vessels within the peri-tumoral tissues that create the OA counterpart of architectural distortion.
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5 sites in the Netherlands
✦ 2 University Tertiary referral sites (Utrecht and Nijmegen)
✦ 3 Primary Screening and Diagnostic breast sites (Hengelo, Dortrecht, Arnhem) 

200 masses (at 133/200 currently)
✦ all BI-RADS 4a or 4b
✦ all undergoing biopsy
✦ megacassette pathology and central pathologist

Endpoints
✦ better specificity with equal sensitivity to conventional diagnostic ultrasound (CDU)
✦ downgrade percentages
✦ real world investigator reading vs. blinded independent readers
✦ megacasette histopathologic correlation to boundary and peripheral zone OA 

findings
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